Assessment of the air-quality over urban areas by means of biometeorological indices. The case of Athens, Greece.
This article deals with the part of air pollution, which has a particular relevance to the objective assessment of the quality of urban air. The correct understanding of the pollution levels over an urban region is of great importance to both authorized government services and to the community. This is particularly true for high polluted urban regions such as the Athens basin; so, it is important to recognize the levels of atmospheric quality by means of an easily understandable manner even for non-specialists. Thus, in this study an attempt is made for the application of two different groups of air quality indices (AQI) (statistical and biometeorological) by utilizing air pollutants measured into Athens basin, in a network of 17 measuring stations, during the period 2001-2002. The calculations of the (AQI) are referred to data of all 17 measuring stations and concern levels of air-pollution concentrations to both short (daily) and long time periods. Then comparisons were made between the obtained statistical and biometeorological indices in order to identify whether or not there is any existence of consistency between them. The compositions of the calculated indices were also determined, as well as, the most important air-pollutant for them. This procedure was applied for each day of the week in order to reveal the weekly cycle of indices and perhaps to isolate air-quality differences between weekdays and weekends. Finally, the varying forms of both frequency distributions are mainly caused by the impact related concentrations ranges of single air-pollutants which are typical of air-quality indices. Especially, PM10 and O3 seem to have a stronger influence on the determination of values of air quality indices.